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Working With Textures – Quick Photoshop Guide 

 

 

1. The simplest way to start is to fill the area with one basic 

texture or color. I usually use a very simple texture that has 

no significant details, so you will not get any repeating 

patterns but still get variation. 

 

2. When creating textures, you should try to get them as 

seamless as possible to avoid hassle while painting with 

them. There are many guides on creating seamless textures 

in internet, so I will not go into details here. 

 

3. You can make colored variations of your basic ground 

texture and paint with them. Or you can just pick a color 

from your palette and paint with it without using any 

textures. 

 

 

 

 

Take your texture color variation brush or just another color you want to use. Set the brush opacity relatively 

low (I typically use 20% opacity) and start painting with it.  

 

The more you paint, more color and variation you will get and his way you don’t create any distinguishable 

borders. 
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4. You also need to select the textures you will use to create the details to 

your ground. You don’t need to worry about the color schemes of your 

detail textures as we will use them to create ground details without 

affecting the colors.  

 

 

5. Create another layer above your basic ground layer (let’s call it 

“details” -layer) and set it to multiply. Add two adjustment layers 

above the new “details”-layer and set them to clip the layer below 

(they will then affect only to the “texture”-layer below and not the 

others): 

 

a) Exposure – set the exposure to +0.5 - +2.0 to lighten up the 

result (the new “details” -layer was set to multiply, so you 

need to lighten it up). 

b) Hue – put the saturation to 0 to make it grayscale and 

therefore not affecting your ground layer colors. You can leave the saturation above 0 if you want 

the details layer to affect slightly to the colors you have. 

 

6. Take your texture that you want to use to create the ground details. Set the brush opacity relatively low (I 

typically use 10-20% opacity) and start painting with it to the “details” –layer. The more you paint, more 

visible details you will get and his way you don’t create any distinguishable borders 
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7. While painting, avoid using straight lines or repeating shapes as human eye detects them easily. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


